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1 Introduction

Bandwidth reservation for real-time networks offers an approach for real-time networking in a
switched Ethernet or IP setting. In a switched network, switches prevent from indeterministic
back-off times at collisions and here bandwidth reservation limits send rates to protects from over-
allocation of link bandwidth. The work in this paper aims at avoiding problems with a centralized
bandwidth broker for resource reservation for bandwidth in a throttled real-time network [18] [2]. A
centralized broker (such as a ’GlobeThrottle’ [2]) is a single point of failure in a distributed system
and is also a hot-spot resource, which all nodes of the system use for registering new real-time
channels. To avoid both these problems we propose a distributed algorithm to be used instead of
a central bandwidth broker. Also, the GlobeThrottle approach uses TCP/IP communication for
channel allocation, which gives indeterministic time channel allocation. However, this problem is
not addressed in this paper.

In the proposed solution, Real-time Communication Through a Distributed Resource Reserva-
tion Approach (STRUTS), real-time channels are throttled and the throttle level for each sending
node is agreed between all nodes. The agreement must be atomic to avoid transitional bandwidth
over-usage due to temporary inconsistencies between nodes (’mutual inconsistencies’) in throttling
level information for different nodes. In this paper we use two-phase-commit (2PC) for atomic node
agreements, where changes in channels information will be visible at the same time instant at all
nodes. Thus, the throttling based on the agreed channel information will guarantee that the maxi-
mal bandwidth is not exceeded. Using a distributed agreement avoids the problems of a single point
of failure and hot-spot behavior, and is thus scalable to some extent. However, 2PC commitment
incurs other problems with scalability since it requires that the network is not partitioned and also
that nodes are locked during the agreement process, which prevents other nodes from allocating
channels for the same node concurrently. When using 2PC for agreement it is not possible to have
deterministic channel allocation time when there are no guarantees for the maximum locking time
on the channel data. We have through experimental results verified that by using STRUTS, we
avoid overallocation of links.

2 Problem Formulation

We assume a star topology where each node is connected to any other node via a switch as shown
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: The Assumed Topology

There are in general K nodes, where each node is denoted with nk (1 ≤ k ≤ K). A node is
connected via a physical link pm (1 ≤ m ≤ M) to a parallel switch. The physical links are duplex,
meaning that each node may send and receive at the same time. A physical link pm has a bandwidth
of l̄p,m.

There is a logical channel gb (1 ≤ b ≤ B) associated with each connection between two ap-
plications. Hence, between two nodes there may exist several logical connections. The upper
transmission rate of a logical channel gb is denoted with its bandwidth bg,b [bits/s]. The allocated
bandwidth of a physical link pm is the sum of the bandwidths of the logical channels transmitting
over pm, i.e.,

bp,m =
∑

b∈Gm

bg,b,
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where Gm is the set of logical channels transmitting over pm.
Further, logical channels are differentiated with respect to their importance. There are D

importance classes. i0 is the most important class of channels, i1 is the less important channel and
so on. For example the logical channel for a drive-by-wire functionality in a car is considered to
be of importance level i0, whereas a trip planner is of less importance, e.g., of level i1. If a logical
channel is requested to be established, then the bandwidth of the less important logical channels
are adjusted such that the bandwidth requirement of the more import logical channel is granted.
In the worst case, one or several less important channels may be deallocated in favor of the more
important logical channel.

We consider the following resource allocation problem. We want to allocate logical channels
such that the following constraints are satisfied:

C1 the most important logical channels are allocated,and

C2 each physical link is not overloaded, i.e.,

lp,m ≤ l̄p,m, ∀m.

Hence, we must ensure to admit the logical channels with respect to their importance and that each
link is not overloaded. In this paper, logical channels are always allocated with the full bandwidth
requested.

Further, the channel allocation scheme must work in networks consisting of tens or hundreds of
nodes. Hence, the channels must be allocated in a decentralized and distributed manner in order
for the solution to be scalable.

3 Approach

3.1 Model for real-time channels

Setting up a deterministic logical connection between two nodes in a throttled network is a question
of making the nodes agree on how to avoid over-usage of the bandwidth of any of the network
components involved in the connection. In this paper we consider a small network where all nodes
are connected to the same network switch. There are three main network components which must
be prevented from over-usage: The physical link from the sending node to the switch, the switch
itself, and the physical link from the switch to the receiving node.

The sender uniquely sends at the outgoing segment so it knows the total traffic for that segment.
The switch can be seen as fully parallel device, where all the possible m−n connections can be used
concurrently at the full bandwidth. So to not overuse the switch is a matter of not overusing the
capacity of the outgoing port from the switch, which is the same as not overusing the capacity of the
outgoing segment. The receiving node needs to approve new connections and record the capacity of
approved connections into it, to be able to disallow requests for channels that may cause over-usage
of the incoming segment. Thus, for an agreement on a channel at end-to-end basis, the requester
of a channel must be allowed by the respondent to use a certain bandwidth into it, and also no
overuse the outgoing bandwidth at the requester node.

To maintain a throttled level of packets sent, a timer is used. For each interval the timer expires
t, a packet is sent. The timer interval loaded depends on the selectable packet size s and throttling
rate r, and the timer is recalculated according to

t =
s

r

A channel between any pair of nodes in a larger network may include several hops over nodes
in the path between the end nodes making the end-to-end agreement. For such a channel setup,
all intermediate nodes must be able to act as both requester and respondent. Our experiments do
not cover this scenario, but our approach is easily extendable to allow this. It may also be used for
large-scale networks without switches, such as sensor networks, since the agreement is done on an
end-to-end basis with resource reservation at all intermediate links.
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3.2 Atomic distributed agreement

When setting up a channel, the respondent node approves or denies the channel request based on its
current channel information. This may include deallocation of channels at lower priority, possibly
requested from other nodes. A distributed agreement must include all the nodes that are influenced
by a change in its incoming or outgoing channel information, since this is the base for the throttling
level. Temporary mutual inconsistencies in channel information may result in transitional over-use
of link bandwidth.

All nodes influenced by a channel setup need to make a distributed atomic agreement about
approved and possibly deallocated channels. In this paper, we evaluate an agreement protocol using
a small scale system with stable storage of variables and the system will not experience partitioning,
so for the distributed agreement above a distributed two-phase-commit (2PC) agreement [9] is a
valid approach for synchronization. It is necessary replace the 2PC-based commitment for larger
scale systems. In case the channel cannot be allocated, the ongoing agreement will be cancelled
and no change will be visible to any node involved in the attempted channel setup. For 2PC,
the requester will act as coordinator, the respondent and all nodes affected by the change are
participants.

3.2.1 Channel agreement algorithm

chanout: outgoing channel data (importance, bandwidth,

channel-id)

chanin: incoming channel data (importance, bandwidth,

channel-id)

Requester:
allocate-channel(importance, bandwidth) {
lock(chanout)
if checkoutgoing(bandwidth)

// First phase
respondent.lock(chanin);
if (respondent.checkincoming(bandwidth, importance))

// Second phase
channelid = respondent.set-channel(bandwidth,

importance)
storechannel(chanout,channelid)
respondent.unlock(chanin)
unlock(chanout)
return chanout.channelid // channel established

else
respondent.unlock(chanin)
unlock(chanout)
return not-ok

else return not-ok
}

checkoutgoing(bandwidth) {
for all channels in chanout {

available_bandwidth = sum_of_channels
if (bandwidth <= available_bandwidth)

return ok
else return not-ok

}

Respondent:
checkincoming(checkimportance, checkbandwidth) {
for all channels in chanin {

available_bandwidth = sum_of_channels where importance < checkimportance
if (available_bandwidth > = checkbandwidth)

if (sum_of_allocated_at_lower_importance > available_bandwidth)
for all channels of lower priority and their sending nodes
sender.lock(chanout)

return ok
else return not_ok

}

set-channel(importance, setbandwidth) {
for all channels in chanin {

available_bandwidth = sum_of_channels where importance < checkimportance
if (available_bandwidth > = setbandwidth)

if (sum_of_allocated_at_lower_importance > available_bandwidth)
for all channels of lower priority and their sending nodes
sender.deallocate(chanin[i].channelid)
sender.unlock(chanout)

channelid = storechannel(chanin)
return channelid

else return not_ok
}
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Figure 2: Architecture and Protocol

3.3 Architecture and Protocol

The overall architecture is given in Figure 2. The RSRV agent is responsible for setting up a new
logical channel upon a request from the application. The API is defined as follows:

• The function RSRV Agent::chan req(float bw, int imp) is called when an application is to
initiate a new logical channel. The argument bw gives the bandwidth that the application
requires, and imp is the importance class of the application. This function returns chan id

that is the unique id of the logical channel. If chan id is 0 then the logical channel could not
be created.

• The procedure RSRV Agent::snd msg(string msg) is called when the application sends a mes-
sage, given by the argument msg.

• The message chan req[float bw, int imp] is sent upon invocation of RSRV Agent::chan req(int

bw, int imp). This message is synchronous, and blocks the application, as the RSRV Agent
requester waits for a reply, namely chan id, from the RSRV Agent respondent.

• The message snd msg[string msg] of used for sending out the throttled network traffic and is
sent upon the call of its equivalent API call RSRV Agent::snd msg(string msg). This message
is asynchronous.

• The procedure Application::recv msg is called from the respondent RSRV Agent when a
packet from the requesting application arrives. The argument msg gives the message sent by
the requester.

• The message chan dealloc is sent to a requesting RSRV Agent whenever the channel between
the respondent and requester need to be closed.

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Goal of Evaluation

The main objective of the performance evaluation is to establish how STRUTS behaves under
varying workload. In particular, we want to determine whether the constraints C1 and C2 are
satisfied under heavy workloads.

4.2 Simulator Setup

We consider the mesh topology as shown in figure 3. This is implemented using the experiment
layout as shown in figure 3. We consider 3 nodes, where each node is connected with duplex links
to the other nodes. We assume a 5Mb/s bandwidth for the physical links and a transmission delay
of 1ms. However, the sum of the data sent to and sent from a node cannot exceed 5Mb/s, hence,
the sum of the bandwidth requirement of all logical links connected to applications on a particular
node has to be less than 5Mb/s. We consider 4 different applications with the properties as given
by table 1.
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Figure 3: The Layout Used in the Experiments.

Application Residing on node Connecting to node At time Importance Requested Bandwidth
App1 0 1 1.0s i1 4 Mb/s
App2 2 1 3.0s i1 2 Mb/s
App3 2 1 5.0s i0 2 Mb/s
App4 2 1 7.0s i0 4 Mb/s

Table 1: The applications used

4.2.1 Performance Metrics

We presented two constraints in Section 2. We have to make sure that the logical channels are ad-
mitted according to their importance, but also that the physical links are not overloaded. Therefore
we monitor a variable giving the allocated bandwidth of node 1.

4.3 Evaluation the Proposed Approach

By using the simulation setup shown in table 1 we can determine whether the constraints C1 and
C2 are satisfied. We simulate traffic by applications that allocate one channel each, where the
channel importance is inherited from the importance of the application. App1 and App2 have the
same importance and both of them connect to applications on node 1. However, together they
have a total bandwidth of 6Mb/s which is larger than the incoming bandwidth of node 1. Hence,
we expect App2 to be rejected once it requests for 2Mb/s. Further we see that at time 5.0s the
application App3, having an importance of i0 that is greater than the importance of App2 and
App3, requests for 2Mb/s. As App3 requests to connect (by allocating a channel) to an application
on node 1 (same node as App1), this implies that App1 has to be interrupted and that the logical
channel of App1 should be deallocated so that App3 is allocated. Finally, at time 7.0s, App4 which
is equally important as App3, requests for 4Mb/s. The request of App4 cannot be met and, hence,
has to be rejected.
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The above mentioned arguments are supported by the result presented in figure 4. We can
see the at logical link of 4Mb/s is allocated at time 1.0 as a result of the request from App1.
The allocated incoming bandwidth of node 1 is unchanged as the channel request from App2 is
rejected. The allocated bandwidth is changed to 2Mb/s due to the request from App3, which is
more important than App2. Finally, this allocation is unchanged throughout the simulation as the
request from App4 is rejected.

The conclusions drawn from this experiment are the following. Using STRUTS we are able to
(i) avoid physical link overallocation and (ii) allocate logical channels with respect to importance,
where more important logical channels are allocated by closing less important logical channels.

4.4 Metrics

To get a more detailed understanding of our approach, one needs to examine the following perfor-
mance metrics. The first metric show that real-time properties are maintained when channels are
allocated and deallocated. For channels in use, there must be no dropped packages. The second
metric shows how timely channel allocation is. The worst case time for channel allocation must be
known for real-time systems.

• Packet Drop Rate (PDR) of the queue connected to the physical link lm, defined as,

drm =
droppedl

arrivedl
,

where droppedl denotes the number of dropped packets and arrivedl denotes the number
arrived packets at link lm.

• Admitted Ratio of Logical Channels (ARLC),

ard =
admittedd

requestedd
,

where admittedd represents the number of admitted logical channels belonging to id and
requestedd represents the number of requested logical channels by application in id.

• Allocation Time of Logical Channels (ATLG) is the average time delay between a logical
channel request and the completion of a successful channel allocation.

Unfortunately, due to a limited time allocated for this project, we consider the above mentioned
performance metrics as future work.

5 Related work

Real-time communication encompasses real-time protocols, and real-time networks. A real-time
network needs to have timely and reliable behavior. Verissimo [23] summarizes the properties of a
real-time network as: known and bounded message delay, deterministic behavior in the presence of
’disturbing factors’, recognition of urgency (low latency classes exist) and preserved connectivity.

There have been many efforts in meeting these requirements for real-time networks in various
settings. In particular, making Ethernet predictable is a popular research topic, due to the avail-
ability of existing infrastructure and investments. The first significant work in the area introduces
time slots for access to the medium [14] [3] [20], but such approaches are inflexible when it comes
to adding and removing nodes. LeLann and Rivierre [16] shows how deterministic Ethernet can be
achieved in a network with both bounded delay traffic and indeterministic standard Ethernet traffic
present. The binary exponential back-off algorithm of CSMA-CD is replaced with a determinis-
tic binary tree search algorithm, either CSMA-DCR or DOD/CSMA-CD, which requires firmware
changes in the hardware of the network adapters.

5.1 Service differentiation for real-time networks on Ethernet

In work by Kao and Garcia-Molina, described in [13], two redundant communication paths are used
to differentiate traffic. Either the traffic dispatcher uses both paths for dispatching packets with
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equal probability or the dispatcher uses one path for high priority traffic, giving this traffic better
performance, still being soft real-time traffic with no hard deadlines possible.

Kweon et al. [15] proposes a real-time network which promises soft real-time performance
for network traffic that has a limit on the bandwidth usage level. By actively reducing allowed
network traffic using traffic smoothing, there can be guarantees for that soft real-time properties
are maintained. The authors consider switched networks to be unusual, but the paper points out
the advantages of not having collisions. The authors assumes Poisson distributions for the network
traffic and also that traffic does not arrive in bursts. Both assumptions are shown to be unrealistic.
Network traffic is more often self-similar and bursty [17] [19] .

5.2 Queue modification, congestion control and drop schemes

A central paper by Floyd and Jacobsson [6] describes the well-known approach of ’Random Early
Detection’ to mark and fairly drop packages in the router queue when a certain fill threshold of the
queue is reached. This approach has been extended by various packet dropping schemes in many
subsequent papers about congestion control.

In work by Feng et al. differentiated service levels for TCP is described [5]. The aim is to meet
requirements from time sensitive services, like media streaming, and ”controlled-load service” The
authors use RED marking and dropping of packages to drop lower priority packets when the buffer
exceeds a threshold level. This solution does not provide hard real-time traffic or avoids congestion,
but prioritizes traffic when the network is congested.

5.3 Congestion avoidance by end-end agreement and switch control

Link-sharing is the concept of prioritizing traffic on a network link, to give some traffic better
performance or more bandwidth than other. Floyd and Jacobson [7] describes hierarchical enforced
link sharing at gateways to support real-time performance over a large network (typically an IP
network), while lower priority traffic will not suffer from starvation. However, there are no hard
real-time guarantees, but the approach supports prioritized traffic over Internet links.

Varadarajan and Chieuh proposes a modified switch for real-time communication in the Eth-
ernet setting [21]. The EtheReal approach does not require any changes to the clients, but uses
a modified off-the-shelf network switch, which uses an Ethernet address swapping technique for
real-time packages. Inherent CRC support of Ethernet is used to reduce processing of address
swapping. This approach is a continuation of the work with RETHER [3], where client drivers are
altered. Both RETHER and EtheReal support hard real-time traffic, but EtheReal requires special
switches in the network. The authors claim that a solution where switches are altered is preferable
to replacing network drivers at workstations, since driver replacement on massive scale is expensive
to administer. EtheReal supports bandwidth guarantees, and not just package prioritization. It
does not require any change of the client application, operating system or TCP/IP layers.

In work by Zhang et al. [24], bandwidth brokers manages QoS classes for network traffic in an
Internet setting. Routers do not need to control data flows, but still both per-flow guarantee delays
and class-based guarantee services are supported. No hard real-time guarantees are available.

An endpoint admission control system is proposed by Choi et al. [4]. A central bandwidth broker
is a sensitive hot-spot in a network, so the approach in the paper is to distribute admission control
to the edges of the network domain. Decentralization allows for scalable QoS-guaranteed real-time
communication services. A ’sink tree-based resource management’ strategy provides signaling-free
distributed admission control. Sink-tree analysis is done off-line to reflect traffic requirements for
’communication flows’. Traffic requirements are allowed to change on-line, but only at the ingress
router (the edge router of the network segment). This work regards general Internet traffic, and
does not provide support for hard real-time traffic.

Hoang et al. [11] propose a switched Ethernet with EDF scheduling in queues. The utiliza-
tion is increased dramatically while deadlines are met. The paper shows that utilization may be
significantly improved if COTS products are not required for a specific setting. However, the im-
plementation requires changes in switches and end-stations, making the solution complex to deploy
in existing network infrastructure.

With Throttlenet [18] [2] congestion avoidance is achieved by using both traffic reduction (traffic
’throttling’) and a bandwidth broker (’GlobeThrottle’) in a switched network. The principle is
that no components of the network should be excessively loaded with network traffic. Knowing
the capacity of all included network components involved in an end-to-end communication path
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(’channel’) and reducing all the traffic that simultaneously uses these components, bandwidth is
never exceeded. The throttling level may be set statically by configuring the maximum allowed
send rate for each node or control throttling level changes dynamically, or by letting nodes request
certain bandwidth from the central broker for a particular channel. The central broker becomes a
critical resource, since it is a single point of failure and a hot-spot resource that can be congested
itself. Also, channel reconfiguration cannot be done on-line for hard real-time systems, since channel
allocation is not deterministic. There is no upper bound for the communication with the broker
and therefore also not on the time to allocate a channel.

5.4 Group communication and ordering

Group communication protocols have been used to ensure real-time properties and to improve
communication efficiency, since the sender may send a packet to multiple receivers by one send-
operation. Garcia-Molina et al. present the propagation graph algorithm for ensuring order at
receiving nodes during a multi cast while supporting reliable and timely delivery [8]. It is more
efficient than 2PC when establishing order but is not very scalable. Also, the setup of the graph is
not efficient.

In a paper by Jia et al. [12], group communication is used to maintain a consistent state for
distributed systems by a logical token ring protocol where the token can never be lost. Total
ordering of messages is supported, even in case of partitioning or node failures. The protocol is
claimed to efficient, but real-time packets have no deadlines.

5.5 TDMA, slotted and token network approaches

Token based protocols, both for ring networks and networks with logical tokens, can be used to
’slot’ the available bandwidth and achieve real-time properties for a network. There is no risk for
packet collisions since only one sender at a time is allowed to send on the segment. Usually timing
problems arise when the token is lost, which could be caused by node failures. Standard token
protocols for retrieving the new token are not deterministic.

The RETHER [22] is a software-based timed-token protocol for real-time Ethernet that supports
static real-time bandwidth guarantees without any modifications to existing ethernet hardware. For
real-time traffic, the network must change from CSMA/CD mode to RETHER mode, involving an
agreement of all nodes to be made after all Ethernet frames in transmission must be flushed out
of the network. RETHER is compatible with standard Ethernet, but needs driver replacement for
all nodes. As in our approach, there is a guaranteed bandwidth, and hard real-time deadlines are
supported for packets.

Other approaches for time-triggered real-time networks are the RTnet project for Linux/RTAI
and the ETHERNET Powerlink Standardization Group (EPSG).

6 Summary

Bandwidth reservation for real-time networks offers an approach for real-time networking in an
Ethernet or IP setting. The work in this paper aims at avoiding problems with a centralized
bandwidth broker for resource reservation in a throttled real-time network, since a centralized broker
is a single point of failure in a distributed system and is also a hot-spot resource. We propose a
distributed algorithm using a two-phase-commit (2PC) for atomic node agreements on bandwidth
utilization, where changes in channels information will be visible at the same time instant at all
nodes. Using a distributed agreement avoids the problems of a single point of failure and hot-spot
behavior. However, 2PC commitment incurs other problems with scalability since it requires that
the network is not partitioned and also that nodes are locked during the agreement process, which
prevents other nodes from allocating channels for the same node concurrently. When using 2PC
for agreement it is not possible to have deterministic channel allocation time when there are no
guarantees for the maximum locking time on the channel data. We have through experimental
results verified that by using STRUTS, we avoid over allocation of links.

6.1 Discussion

Our network model assumes a switch with full parallel bandwidth for all combinations of input-
output connections. For the worst case, where all incoming ports receive network traffic meant
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for the same outgoing port, our assumption implies that the switch has bandwidth enough to
forward traffic at the output port, at full bandwidth and with negligible delay. However, in most
switches available, such traffic is queued in the switch, meaning that some of the traffic will be
delayed. There is a bound for this delay which is proportional to the number of ports in the switch.
Thus, removing our assumption will cause a change of the worst case message delay by a constant
proportional to the number of ports. Also for channel allocation, the maximum allocation time is
influenced correspondingly.

For channel allocation messages we reserve bandwidth at each link. The reserved bandwidth
for channel allocation messages, Ba, must be enough for the worst case where the involved nodes
concurrently request a maximum number of channels, ca, during a certain time, ta, using a known
message size, ma, for a channel allocation message. Thus, the channel allocation bandwidth needed
to reserve is Ba ≥ ca ∗ ma/ta.

Our evaluation is limited to tests for the algorithm for allocating, de-allocating and prioritizing
channels, and we propose some measurements for drop rate and channel admission delays. In
addition, the approach should be evaluated from network utilization point of view. Our problem is
an optimization problem where we allow allocation according to capacity and priority. Therefore,
the approach should be evaluated for how well bandwidth is utilized for channel capacities and
priorities allocated. The approach is intended for real-time systems, so it is reasonable to evaluate
bandwidth utilization and relate to how well deadlines of tasks are met.

The characteristics of a mix of hard and soft tasks is a local scheduling problem. Allocation
could be improved from utilization point of view by optionally allocating lower priority channels
with alternative allocations, when the most optimal channel cannot be allocated. A similar approach
is presented for overload resolution for task scheduling by Hansson [10].

6.2 Future work

For a distributed solution with deterministic channel allocation time and further improved scalabil-
ity, a distributed main-memory real-time database such as DeeDS [1] may be used. Here the conflict
detection and resolution mechanisms may allow distributed deterministic channel allocation time by
using only local data for setting up channels, independently from communication and coordination
with other nodes during the channel allocation process.

In a sensor network where real-time communication over multi-hop channels are needed, channel
allocation must be scalable and for this the extension proposed in Section 3.1 could be examined.

To further evaluate our approach, the performance metrics as defined in Section 4.4, need to
be fully applied. Also, these metrics should be used for evaluate the proposed extensions to the
approach.
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